
Produced in collaboration with David Sherlock and Fredrik Miller, we are proud to present the 
Trance MIDI Essentials Bundle.


The Trance MIDI Essentials Bundle contains volumes 1 and 2 of the highly popular Trance MIDI 
Essentials series. Both volumes contain a diverse selection of carefully crafted construction kits 
as well as synthesizer presets. Accompanying FL Studio project files are also included, making 
this bundle the ultimate creative and inspirational tool for trance producers.


Every construction kit in this bundle has been written and performed with the genuine intention of 
being "release-worthy.â€ You won't find any low quality "filler content in this bundle. Instead, 
you'll find over 420 inspirational and usable MIDI construction kits that are sure to be used 
frequently in your studio.


Both David and Fredrik are passionate about creating great music, and want to deliver the highest 
quality trance MIDI packs on the market. With brilliantly composed melodies and intricate 
accompanying elements, this comprehensive bundle has an unparalleled aura of quality.


About the Creators


David is well known for his work with Freshly Squeezed Samples and his previous artist project 
Driftmoon, where he had signed releases on Armada Music, Enhanced Recordings, Blue Soho, 
and Always Alive Recordings. Furthermore, his previous MIDI packs (both freeware and 
commercial) have resulted in over 400 signed releases on every major label, being used by 
beginner and experienced artists alike.


On the other end of the spectrum, Fredrik is a full time seasoned jazz musician with a highly 
melodic and inspirational approach to music. He has produced music for TV, radio, and 
advertisement purposes. With all his work starting out on the piano, Fredrik's natural approach to 
composing and arranging melodies shines through in this product.


What's Included?


Among the 420+ MIDI construction kits you'll find MIDI files for pads, chord leads, arpeggios, 
plucks, basses, sub melodies, and much more.


Length-wise, the majority of the construction kits in the Trance MIDI Essentials bundle are 16 bars 
long, with a few being 32 bars. We've made sure to include variations and tweaks in the longer 
progressions to keep the composition interesting. Many other MIDI packs fall short in this area, 
and come packed with short, repetitive melodies and chord progressions that lack quality in terms 
of composition.


Additionally, you'll find FL Studio chopper files in this pack that can be easily used with the 
included MIDI files. Chopper files (or "slicer" patterns) transform your otherwise static chord 
progressions (long sustained notes) into rhythmically pleasing sequences. We've added every 
popular trance rhythm including chord/progressive leads, buzz basses, rolling, and sub basses.


The chopper tool within FL Studio 11 allows you to quickly audition different rhythmic patterns in 
real-time via the file browser, allowing you to quickly and easily find the right groove for your track 
and generate thousands of different variations of a single construction kit or chord progression.


For non-FL Studio users we have included every chopper score as a standard MIDI file so you can 
study and utilize the rhythmic sequences in the DAW of your choice.


This pack is incredibly comprehensive, which is why we've organized it into a neat folder structure 
that includes BPM and key information as well as the supplementary MP3 demonstration files and 
FL Studio project files. It's quick and easy to navigate so that you can get to work instantly after 
finding a kit that inspires you.


Volume 1




The first volume in the pack features euphoric arpeggiated sequences, dreamy piano melodies, 
and much more. Both packs are trance-orientated, but Volume 1 leans slightly towards the lighter, 
more melodic side of uplifting trance.


The 210+ construction kits in Volume 1 are inspired and influenced by artists such as:


Temple One, Dan Stone, Daniel Kandi, Ultimate, Moonsouls, Activa, Giuseppe Ottaviani, Max 
Braiman, Falcon, Adam Szabo, Lemon & Einar K, Simon Patterson, Luke Bond, ReOrder, 
Driftmoon, Ferry Tayle, Airbase, Nitrous Oxide, Fast Distance, Super8 & Tab, Dave Parkinson, Will 
Atkinson, Sebastian Brandt, Solis & Sean Truby, Alex M.O.R.P.H., Suncatcher, Solarstone, Jorn 
Van Deynhoven and many more!


Volume 2


Volume 2 leans towards the harder, faster style of trance. In this volume you'll hear more 
"classicalâ€ melodies in addition to darker elements. Combined with Volume 1, this bundle 
provides you with an endless amount of ideas and inspiration.


The 215+ construction kits in Volume 2 are inspired and influenced by artists such as:


Will Atkinson, Photographer, Allen Watts, The Thrillseekers, Allen & Envy, Cold Blue, Temple One, 
Daniel Kandi, John O'Callaghan, Activa, Giuseppe Ottaviani, Bryan Kearney, Will Rees, Ian 
Standerwick, ReOrder, Simon Patterson, John Askew, Jordan Suckley, Adam Ellis, Chris Metcalfe, 
Sean Tyas, XGenic, Lostly, Sebastian Brandt, Dave Parkinson, Sneijder, Aly & Fila, Jorn Van 
Deynhoven, Ben Nicky, Manuel Le Saux, Darren Porter, James Dymond, Bjorn Akesson, Nitrous 
Oxide, Lee Osborne, Daniel Skyver, Dave Asprey, Harmonic Rush, Matt Bukovski, Airbase, Luke 
Bond, Sonic Element, Indecent Noise, and many others.


Record Label Influences


Always Alive, Enhanced Recordings, Armada Recordings, A State Of Trance, Amon Vision, 
Perceptive Recordings, Alter Ego Records, Anjunabeats, Anjunadeep, Deep Blue Recordings, 
Lost Language, Infrasonic Recordings, Fraction Recordings, Flashover Recordings, Monster 
Tunes, AVA Recordings and many others.


Construction Kit Properties


100% royalty free.

420+ Trance MIDI Construction Kits.

Presets are included with each construction kit.

FL Studio Project File included with each kit.

All MIDI files and folders are correctly named and categorized.

Each kit is correctly key and BPM labeled.


In short, the way a collection of MIDI construction kits should be!


Requirements:

Reveal Sound Spire version 1.5.11 or higher;

FL Studio version 11.1 for projects.


